






































Challenges of global finance～Negative outcome of excessive specializa-
tion of financial business brought by securitization
SAKUMA Kouji
Abstract　The Global Financial Crisis is a series of financial crises which took 
place in the US and Europe in 2008.  Soaring housing prices in the US and Europe 
from 2000 to around 2006 peaked out and triggered a rise of non-performing loans 
and fall of securitized financial products.  Many banks suffered from huge losses in 
2008 and the hardest case was a bankruptcy of the Lehman Brothers, one of the 
biggest American investment banks.  No banks were willing to loan others and 
liquidities in financial markets dried out.
　 The mechanism how crisis occurred was that there were easy credit practices 
heavily relying on housing prices at first.  Then the originators of securitization lost 
an incentive to monitor the credit status of borrowers as they sold out an equity 
part of securitization, a part of the highest risk.  Meanwhile, a whole process of 
securitization was divided in pieces so that each institution could concentrate one’s 
task in its narrow range with a high efficiency.  As a result, the cash flow of the 
securitization business became extremely complicated and no one saw the whole 
picture of it.
　 After the crisis, they started to make new regulations to prevent the same crisis 
from happening.  The basic concept of the regulation was for banks to have more 
equity capitals so that they could absorb the shock of crisis by themselves.  In 
Europe, however, a hot argument still continue regarding how they should share a 
fair burden sharing between countries where bankrupted banks explores a lot of 
cross-border businesses.  In emerging countries, there is a criticism that too harsh 
regulation could harm developing countries where aggressive credit expansion is 
often needed for a growth.
　 The business model of securitization hikes a profitability of finance because it 
divides a process of finance between an ultimate debtor and creditor into several 
steps so that those who are engaged in each part can extend their productivity in a 
full degree, which makes the whole financial business more productive.  Not only 
financial businesses but all economic activities of human being are experiencing a 
productivity growth thanks to the mechanism of segmentalization and 
specialization.
　 Because of this disintegration, people can easily fall in panic once an accident 
happen in a certain area of the whole process because no one know a picture of the 
integrated whole.  In a financial business, each worker is at best able to fulfilling 
one’s specialized requirement.  Such a requirement allows him or her to 
concentrate on a job assignment of an extremely narrow range.  No one can expect 
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such workers to have a conscious of being responsible for whole.
　 Segmentalization and specialization are the source of productivity growth.  Given 
a core cause of financial crisis lying there, you cannot completely prevent a crisis.  
It will happen again.  We should be always prepared for the next.  We can at best 
minimize the damage by having a close communication and cooperation between 
states to build up a safety nets.
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1998 2001/3 2004/3 2007/3 2010/3 2013/3
リテール部門 5 11 10 21 22 26






国際部門 16 21 27 34 41 74
市場部門 11 10 10 14 12 17










コーポレートセンター 14 21 21 36 28 30
二重計算差引 0 0 －6 －23 －26 －54
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